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SPECIAL INVESTIGATION 1:

Knowlefte Utilization in a Democratic Society:
Education Through Commercial Television

The following special investigation supports the general

recommendations of the main body of the study and suggests ways of

approaching a reconceptualization of knowledge utilization in

education at the policy-making level.

In particular, since education is viewed as a lifelong

process that involves not only children, adolescents and their

teachers but all of society, it must be society's business to

establish and maintain a mass media system (and especially tele-

vision broadcasting in its commercial and non-commercial forms)

that utilizes the kinds of knowledge in the development of its

programs that are crucial for the survival of society as a whole.

In line with the general recommendations the special

investigation further suggests that the dangers of a technological

bias may hinder rather than advance the cause of education, if a

concern for human development is replaced by an emphasis upon

technological training. As long as the relevancy of certain types

of knowledge and their applications is detemined by an educational

system that is built upon elitist concepts, the majority of the

population will be silent, indeed, left out, isolated and disinter-

ested. Only a continuing concern for the mental well-being of the

individual and a recognition of the potential intellectual needs

of all members of society could bring about a shift in the thinking
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about education and knowledge utilization. In this case, the

educational system is the social environment of the individual

who is also given the freedom to determine the relevahcy o.f

knowledge and its application to his particul.*'professiOnal

or private interEsts throughout his life. As a result, teachers,

schools and other channels of communication (particularly mass

media) gill take on different meanings and purposes in society.

The special investigation also suggests that under the first

amendment provision of the U.S. Constitution the utilizer of

knowledge, as a teacher and learner under a democratic system of

government, should participate in a mass media system that provides

equal access and opportunity for individual development as basic

rights. This interpretation strengthens the position of the

individual and forces mass media owners to consider their rights

and responsibilities in a new scheme tf participatory mass

communication.

Finally, the special investigation supports the recommenda-

tion that the U.S. Office of Education should consider questions of

mass communication development, use and regulation (in the case of

radio and television broadcasting) as integral parts of the larger

question of inOroving the chances for all members of society to gain

access to sources of knowledge'and to participate in education as a

lifelong experience through the availability of a diversified mass

communication system.'
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The Historical Framework

Many problems of modern civilization can be traced to the

impact of science and technology upon the socio-economic structure

of societies. An understanding of the ideological climate in the

social environment rests upon the acknowledgement of science as the

ratio essendi of the contemporary world. Through the activities

of educational institutions and their reinforcement by the mass

communication media, the philosophical effect of science on questions

of social control in Western democracies has led to a technological

bias that is changing the nature of the democratic process, which

stresses individual freedom and participation in society. In

particular, the mass communication phenomenon of recent years may

indicate a new philosophy of permanent change that is accompanied

by a general loss of the sense of time and the discovery that life

is little more than a series of "discontinuous moments of experi-

ence. "1 The result is a human crisis of extraordinary proportions

in which man's belief in the permancInce of social institutions is

challenged and destroyed.

This paper will consist of some observations about education,

mass communication and democracy in the context of the continuing

industrialization and urbanization of Western societies, where old

assumptions about the survival of culture are tested by new struc-

tuves of social control. Flanked and outranked by her children,

the United States and the Soviet Union, Western Europe may provide
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the testing ground for the new ideologies of technological advance-

ment and their effects upon the institutions of social control.

Education in Western societies has always been linked to

problems of communication. In a sense, education could be defined

in terms of a communication process, consisting of a sharing of

knowledge of and about an individual's community and his partici-

pation in a way of life that emphasizes the idea of man as an

inquirer and a contributor to his society.
2

The more recent

literature about ideological, cultural or economic crises in

education also focuses on communication, popularly expressed as a

need for improved human relations or for better understanding of

individuals and their role in society. In earlier times verbal

skills and the mastery of literature, for instance, were expressions

of similar concerns. The values that were placed upon communica-

tion by educational theories stressed the importance of man's

knowledge of man and promoted the study of history, classical

literature, languages and moral philosophy.

Although educational philosophies have changed over time,

the education of the young has always been considered a major

social task. Earlier educators argued for the protection of the

young mind against external influences and disruptions of the

school effort during the years of the student's formatio. Later

theorists favored a confrontation of students with the cor"plexity

and difficulty of contemporary life throughout the period of formal

education. At all times society has recognized the importance

of education for societal growth and stability and has formulated



specific social and political programmes to direct the educational

enterprise as an important institution of social control. In

Durkheim's words, education is the "action exercised by the older

generations upon those who are not yet ready for social life."
3

Organized and regulated as a public activity since the 17th

century, education became and still remains a legitimate problem

of socitty that could and can be dealt with more effectively and

efficiently in an institution setting rather than in the home.

The separation of the child from his family for purposes of getting

an education increased the opportunities for successful control of

content and context of secular and religious education. In addition,

the burden of responsibility for an education was moved from the

family to the larger social group which created and enforced laws

that reflected the values of education as a public responsibility.

Within this structure the educational institutions of Western

Europe have reflected the values of the middle classes. Under

their social and political rule, education became the yardstick for

success, discriminating between privileged students, whose schooling

in lycee, grammar school, Gymnasium and university prepared them

for leadership positions in government, business and industry,

and the majority of the people, whose primary education was aimed

to equip them, through the reinforcement of cultural and religious

values and the confirmation of political and economic alliances,

for the responsibilities of a second-class citizenship. The goals

of education were identical with the goals of political and economic



groups in society which made the expression of individual interests

undesirable or even impc6sible.

Problems of education arise because of inconsistencies or

inadequacies in the social order; they are affected by the change

.of the socio-economic structure in society, and their solutions

reflect the moral and political 7alues of the time. Thus, the rise

of science and technology has brought about changes in the concept

of education as a social institution. The face-to-face relation-

ship of student and teacher during the early stages of history,

when individuals learned by listening and questioning and when

memorizing was regarded as more important than the learning of

letters and the spelling of words, was drastically changed by the

print age, when written records and books replaced individuals as

teachers, when knowledge was stored in type, and when man gained

the freedom to read and write, thereby extending--but also trans-

forming--the dialogical relationship between teacher and student.

These technological changes converted questions of environme2,tal

control from those of territorial domination and physical expansion

to those of control over the dissemination of ideas and information,

and resulted in the adoption of the communication technology for

educational purposes by the spiritual and secular powers of Western

Europe. By acquiring print technology, the ruling elites maintained

their control over the masses during the next periods of social and

political change that led to the age of democracy. With the begin-

nings of the industrial revolution and the urbanization of Western

Europe, a new class of rulers emerged from the ruins of feUdalism



and despotic rule. These were manager elites, whose economic and

political values were eventually reflected in the educational

systems that laid the groundwork for the evolving technocracy of

Western Europe.

Technology in modern society is a process not unlike democ-

racy, for it affects all humans and their conditions, but, unlike

democracy, it promotes the separation of individuals from any

control over their social and political environment. Furthermore,

the economic and social changes of recent years suggest that tech-

nology has developed into a modern-day philosophy of progress that

replaces the notions cf democracy and democratic principles and

affects the workings of society.
4

Mass communication media as

instruments of technology, specifically in the context of contem-

porary educational ideologies and definitions of democracy, help

propagandize the values of technological progress. By doing so,

technology as a modern-day philosophy has changed conceptions of

education and democracy. One of the results is the growing

emphasis upon training as opposed to education, for training pro-

vides the educational system with the specific, vocational

orientation that takes advantage of the increasing feeling of

inadequacy or incompetence. The training for particular tasks was

the answer to an acceleration of knowledge production in modern

history; the result was an increasing amount of new knowledge but

little, if any, guidance or interpretation of the use of knowledge.

John Dewey described this dilemma 75 years ago when he wrote that

"With the advent of democracy and modern industrial conditions,
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"it is impossible to foretell definitely just what civilization will

be twenty years from now. Hence it is impossible to prepare the

child for any precise set of conditions."
5

In establishing a difference between training and education,

we stress the importance of conceptualizing education in terms of

a theory of man as an inquirer and as an interpreter of knowledge,

not only for his own particular ne_Ids and desires, but also for

the construction of relationships between himself and others in

his social environment which will lead to an active participation

in society. Robert M. Hutchins refers to this preparation as

liberal education, which he says must "lay the foundation for wise

citizenship, the sensible use of leisure, and the continuous de-

velopment of the highest powers of every human being. It must be

the kind of eilucation that will bind men together, not merely in

this country but throughout the world; for a world order is

emerging.
,6

Culture, leisure and the pursuit of academic studies once

associated with the elite have now become the concern of large

numbers of people in Western Europe; however, the democratization

of the educational systems has been only partly successful. While

opportunities for education have undoubtedly increased, actual

sustained participation in the educational experience by members

of all social classes has remained a real problem. It is clearly

not enough to provide new changes in education without providing

for changes in personal habits and attitudes towards education.



As Lewis Mumford observes, "new ideas do not take possession of a

society by mere literary dissemination . . . to be socially opera-

tive, ideas must be incorporated in institutions and laws . .

u7

In summary, the distinctions between training and education

reflect underlying philosophies of society that range from pre-

scriptive molds of social activity based on training to descriptive

methods of social contribution based upon education.' The stability

of a democratic system depends upon the protection of the latter

alternative.

Current European Developments

Although cooperation and coordination of the educational

effort in Western Europe exist to some extent, linguistic and

cultural differences and the forces of nationalism or regionalism

should not be ignored or underestimated in any discussion of joint

educational strategies among the countries of Western Europe.

The development of educational policies and the establish-

ment of educational institutions that may help bring about a

genuinely international design for education are closely connected

with the economic and political realities in Europe. Specifically,

educational goals can be realized only within the framework of

actual economic and political cooperation among European nations.

However, the activities of the Council of Europe, the Council for

Cultural Cooperation and the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD), for instance, not only provide examples of

cooperation but also indicate the priorities for the training of
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highly qualified individuals needed for the expansion of the

scientific and technological realm of a unified community

A significant increase of technological training at the expenses of

the traditional humanistic education of earlier years occurred

during the immediate post-World War II era. Recently, however,

attempts halie been made to retain the qualities of a broad liberal

education in an educational program with a technological emphasis.

The general educational reform movements in Western Europe

were aided by a number of post-World War II developments, namely

a sharp rise in the birth rate combined with a rising survival

rate of children, migration and immigration, and a desire of young

people to remain in school beyond the years of compulsory education.

These factors were also reflected in the OECD's 10-year plan,

presented in 1960, which addressed itself Xo the desirability of

making educational facilities available to more young people and

for longer periods of time, and to provide a general, universal

framework of secondary education that would help control the man-

power flow of experts among member countries. Concerned about the

necessity for flexibility and a technological world, the OECD con-

ference supported the idea of educational planning for economic

development; the idea was subsequently adopted by many countries

that were searching for the most effective and efficient ways of

charting the course of education in the face of increasing birth

rates and population shifts.

The second 10-year OECD conference, in 1970, confirmed the

earlier predictions. It also indicated the need for teachers and
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for experimentation with more efficient ways of teaching (e.g.,

school broadcasts, television use in classrooms, programmed learn-

ing) at a time when increases in secondary school enrollments ranged

from 50 to 300 per cent.
8

The projections for 1980 showed a further

increase in overall (primary, secondary, university) enrollment.

In addition, many countries have extended their compulsory educa-

tion to nine years, which has resulted in larger enrollment at the

secondary school level. An appropriate example of the thought

behind the development of new educational programs is the 1970

Structural Plan for the Educational System in Germany, whose authors

feel that a tenth year of schooling will provide the individual with

the "greatest possible chance of learning and of keeping the

Federal Republic competitive in relation to comparable industrial

nations."
9

The general trend towards more and more specialized schooling

and the general encouragement for young people to remain in the

educational system for a longer period of time rage 71..1,-; questions

of universal access and equality in the new European :--stem of

education. As vas pointed out earlier, social class differences

have been partly the result of educational inequality. Despite

modernization, the difficulties of overcoming traditional ways of

life and established institutional practices remain a formidable

barrier to advanced education for a majority of younger people.

Although the structure of the educational enterprise in Western

Europe'has changed and new educational strategies have developed,

lower-middle class and lower class members of society still are,
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typically uninformed, socially isolated, insecure about their

intellectual and academic potentials, and, therefore, not within

the reach of the educational system.

For example, the working class popula Dia is land has not

viewed secondary or higher education as a realistic, goal; the result

is an under-representation of students with working class back-

grounds in higher education.
10

In Germany the situation has been

similar. A recent report indicated, for instance, that. only about

six per cent of the male and three per cent of the female students

in higher education have working class backgrounds.
11

These sta-

tistics basically substantiate an earlier observation by Ralf

Dahrendorf in connection wit} a discussion of social mobility within

German society.
12

In France the feeling that children do mot need

to complete theia, secondary education persists among small farmers

and workers:.
13

=Da this connection it is...interesting to no-r,7,v that

the Soviet Union faces similar problems with an over-representation

of the middle class in higher education, while members of the lower

class show little interest 1.1 moving bevmmid their ranks into the

Soviet intelligentsia.
14

Studies in tha'United States have revealed

equally obvious class differences at the college level.
15

In general, the conditions of Prim- ation in a democratic

state or in a federation like the proposed European community pro-

vide a test of the workings of the system: democracy presngposes

equality and acceas to channels of communication, that is,

opportunities for .and participation in advanced education ..17.-= all

citizens. Although the countries of Western Europe offer a more
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unified and generally more conducive educational environment than

they have in the past, they have yet to break down the social

barriers which have not disappeared despite an era of democratiza-

tion after World War II. The 'resistance to ch, has serious

consequences. Jean Floud talks abouL .nose

between social class and educational inequality; she claims that

"at any given level of ability, it is both cause and consequence

of inequalities of educational opportunity, in the serPse of unequal

chances of access to educational institutions or facilities,"

which may in the end "affect the very structure of ability itself. "16

In most Eirr-pean countries the social status reached with

the completion of econdary school education or a universitv educa-

tion is not equallezi by any tzner for Jf education, alto ugh in

recent year attempts have be_en made to upgrade technical schooling

and to incorporate vocational institutions into a new conceptual

framework of education for everyone. Frank Bowles has offered some

major reasons for the increasing demands for more vocational- technical

training based upon the economic changes in post-war Europe.
17

It

may be true that the avenue of vocational-technical training will

nein increase the manpower pool of specialists, but it i doubtful

that the social c1=-s distinoffnns hetween academically trained

and technically schooled individuals will disappear; the prejudices

off class differences have in effect been made more distinctive, and

the respectability of a careerlased upon a course of technical

studies will only be attractive to those middle and lower class

members who see an opportunity to perfect their skills and to



advance beyond their own levels of education without moving across

the social barriers that separate the academic elite from the rest

of society. For all !),2actical purposes, a uaf=versity education is

the medium of the upper and upper-middle classes in Western Europe

from which the leadership for all phases of social and political

life will emerge. In this sense it is de_l_ble to utilize technical

training as an attractive educational devize mhat will equip young

people with the necessary skills and speci,,,Thations that are needed

to maintain a highly technological society-

Within the context of the developm nolitics and educa-

tion in Western Europe, it is suggested thF-,7_ be major problem of

implementation of new ideas is bound up jr h e problem of over-

coming social barriers in various nationaL semtings.

One of the answers may lie in the communication, and

more specifically in what mass communicc1.11-__ a technology and

in its more general institutional form uci.Lcao to assist in over-

coming those obstacles that resist innovamicrs_in eduction. A

recent OECD report states that "change is n- cw.inusly slow in

getting accepted. Complete diffusion of rfmlovationst

in the field of education appears to take F-..a.;mroximately fifty years

after the first taum'aentic introduction.' has been estimated

that approximately fifteen years elapse he-- -re 3% 91f the schools

adapt the innovations."
18

While the same :-En2=rm .4,ckmowledges 5 ;at

the rate of adoption has sharply increased .E:-_,=e.mmt year's, it

also suggests the inadequacy of the schocL - as environments

of change.
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What is needed is a broader social base for the populariza-

tion of education as a continuing process of communication and

knowledge utilization that will supplement the efforts of teachers

and other professional knowledge brokers. More specifically, some

thought must be given to the question of mass communication in

education as a permanent process and how it may help reduce social

barriers and bring about educational equality faster and on a

larger basis than ever before. The electronic mass communication

media in particular contain the potential of a democratic communi-

cation system, since they could provide a framework for social

interaction through the exchange of ideas and the presentation

of knowledge and information that could also help realize the

goals of education as a desirable social activity in a democratic

setting. With the individual and his concerns at the center of

such a system, the success of any mass media democratization depends

upon the successful application of ideas of access and availability

to legal and constitutional norms that regulate media operations

today.

Since education is not confined to the formal structure of

the educational process that remains at the center of OECD activities

and concerns, a discussion of permanent education should exceed

the description of social and political aspects that deal with

occupational advancements and professional improvements required

by the growth of an industrial society. Permanent education in

this sense is defined as a broader social phenomenon that goes

beyond the particular needs for technical skills and deals with
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all fields of knowledge in modern society. Despite the larger

implications of information as the source of power, influence and

prestige, most discussions of the involvement of the mass media

in the educational process proceed on the level of diploma or

degree programs, adult education, and instructional programs.
19

Basically, the use of the electronic media has been discussed in

two different but related frameworks: in the context of use

for direct teaching and in the context of media use as a form of

enrichment of existing educational programs or school curr±cula.

According to recent discussions, some countries are shifting more

time and resources to direcz-teaching broRi%::asts, while others

are still using _radio and television as additional C7 supplementary

sources of information and knowledge about zhe worLd.

Great Britain, for example, through 3BC and ITA features

both approaches but uses television for most direct-teaching_pro-

grams. France, because of an acute teacher shortage a few years

ago and in an attempt to utilize the best nossible teach:mg-methods,

has embarked upon a direct-teaching program. The Italian telPscuola

is often cited as one of the most ambitious direct-teaching efforts

in Western Europe; it developed as a response to the "necessity

to supply the deficiencies of . . . educational institutions and

the opportunity to step in, when lack of instruction reduced the

possibility of social evolution for part of the population.
20

Denmark and Sweden support the enrichment approach in their uses:

of the electronic mass media. "Education in Denmark is on a 2.4tvel

that does not make it necessary to have direct-teaching in schnol
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"radio, and . . . programmes are therefore principally to be regarded

as supplement and enrichment and an incentive to the work of the

teachers."21 Likewise, Sweden's enrichment program is based upon

the pnilosophv that "schools have so far enough qualified teachers

and that these teachers should always be the centre in any teaching

process in which television and other educational aids are involnred."
22

The experiences in other countries are quite similar. Typically,

direct-teaching efforts are greatest in developing countries or in

countries with testher shortages or problems of population density,

for instance. In addition, the German Telekolleg features a voca-

tional high school grogram that integrates broadcasting, correspon-

dence work and direct contacts with teachers. The program lelads

to state diplomas and entrance into technical institutions

higher learning. The Fernseh Akademie in East Germany also -zrovides

opportunities for more informal study, and acquisition of skills

and is used by some students to supplement secondary school level

requirements. In Great Britain the Open University, which started

in 1971, began a new venture in higher education. The approach

combines television lectures, correspondence course work and

meetings with tutors and short residential courses. It is designed

to offer educationally disadvantaged groups a people the chance

to receive auniversitw degree.
23

Finally, in-service traiming

represents still another approach. to knowledge utilization and

diffusion through radio and television. In France the Institut

Pedagpgique National operates a series cf radio and tesinin

programs designed for elementary and secondary teachers who are
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acquainted with new teaching techniques, publications in their

spec i T Is an other relevant materials. Similar systems

exist in a number of European countries.

The mass media, particularly radio and television, can and

do play an important part in the learning process by providing

educational insti--1-'-ns with the most economic and efficient ways

of disseminating knowledge. Their disadvantages are equally well

known; they lack t4-1P L,uality of a face-to-face learning environment,

and they represent-a one-way channel which makes them susceptible

to manipulations: cE -various kinds. But their use also emphasizes

the mechanization man's environment and raises the question of

the success of ma._- education. J. A. Lauwerys recognizes the

dangers of modern educational efforts; he says that "those who

cannot read are -ff.:a victims of some form of verbal illusion.

Merely teaching them to read does not free them from verbal illu-

sions, but in addition makes them more liable to exploitation through

priat."
24

What is:needed, in addition, is the company of other men

to "strengthen oun-moral, intellectual and emotional life to

counteract the poter of mechanization."
25

Mass Media and Education

Beyond the 1-.ale of mass communication media as educational

technologies lies -:nom role and function as communication agents

in the general process of permanent education and in the achiera-

ment of educational equ,-.1ity.
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The following considerations are offered within the framework

of a political system that recognizes freedom of expression and a

free press and whose contributions to the history of journalism and

mass communication technology have had a world-wide effect. But

while earlier assessments viewed the contribution of the mass media

in society as a positive force in the democratic process, recent

evaluations in the light of scientific and technological achieve-

ments and shifts of economic power have resulted in more critical

evaluations. Morris Janowitz observes that "the mass' media have

been subjected to uninhibited social criticism by some intellectuals

and practitioners who see them as contributing to the demise of

civilization. These critics hold the view that the growth of the

mass media, in and of itself, deteriorates moral and intellectual.

standards. This point of view stands in contrast to the aspiration

of intellectuals at the turn of the century, who hoped that with the

proliferation of the mass media, modern society however large and

complicated, could yet fulfill the requirements of the democratic

process.

Within the European community, information and education are

the primary goals of most systems of broadcasting. While the press

has undergone a number of drastic changes since World War II, the

electronic media have enjoyed three decades of continuing growth

and increasing popularity.
27

. For a program of permanent education

to succeed it will be necessary to develop an electronic mass

media system that is relevant to the cultural and social environment

of its audiences, free from commercial interests, and accessible for

individuals or representative groups in society.
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The question of relevance must first be understood in terms

of an attempt to provide regional programming that pertains to the

particular problems of am area, not necessarily within the national

boundaries, which shares common economic or social concerns. A

number of years ago and before the age of television, Charles

Siepmann already warned about the serious disadvantages of central-

ized radio networks. He admits some advantages of centralization

of control but suggests that "culture is most enduring which

is native, which springs from the soil. Culture cannot be distri-

buted by mail order. It Ls in this sense aboye,all others that

New York is not America; still less is Hollywood. As radio becomes

centralized, the xoie and status of local stations diminish. They

become increasingly the retail distributors of a large central

store. And yet for that large percentage of the population which

lives in rural or small urban districts, research has shown that

the influence of local personality, the voice of the neighbor,

still is greater than that of radio's giant creations . . . . Even

more dangerous is that further consequence of centralized control

by which the contact of the men of radio with their public becomes

increasingly remote and impersonal. The listener is reduced to a

bare statistic, an object of manipulation and exploitation . .

,28
. .

Secondly, relevance must refer to the necessity for diverse

programs. In a recent study which destroyed much of the myth of the

blue-collar worker and his miss media consumption, it was stressed

that the workers' media use encourages perpetuation of the limited

"cultural and artistic horizons, of limited social activity and
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general level of interest" that reflects the educational experience

of the lower class. The author claims that "the blue-collar worker

is not a heavy consumer of the aggregate of all media. His con-

sumption of printed media is low and centers on the least literarily

demanding. His unusually heavy use of the non-print media has

gradually shifted from films via radio to television. In these media

he is a slightly above-average consumer of light entertainment and

below-average co*: mer of more demanding programs. Age, sex, and

level of education, however, seem to be much more relevant factors

then (sic) occupational groups or class-membership however defined.

The limited researches available show a significant rise in the level

of use of the more demanding media and programs, correlated signifi-

cantly to degrees of skill and of responsibility in wor',g- 'n the one

hand and to degrees of skill and of initiative in leisure activities."
29

These findings support earlier research which suggested that

the process of knowledge diffusion through the mass media, for

instance, tends to increase rather than to eliminate the cultural

inequalities, since it reinforces the differences which were already

established during the period of formal education; or differently

expressed, people tend to understand and get more out of a communi-

cation environment to which they have brought more knowledge.
30

In addition, the educator who wants to utilize the mass media must

thoroughly understand the workings of the medium and the audience.

As Gilbert Seldes points out, "The sheer mass of this highly

accessible entertainment constitutes a sight-and-sound curtain

through which the educator must penetrate, and unless he learns to
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use the medium itself, his access to the aA10' audience will become

impossible.
"31

The nature of some of the broadcasting systems in Western

Europe accommodates at least some of the demands of relevance and

accessibility. For instance, the Netherlands provide radio and

television time to representative non-profit organizations. Through

the Dutch Broadcasting Foundation, the organizations share technical

facilities. They produce their own programs, while general program-

ming of news, Eurovision programs and educational television are in

the hands of the Foundation. As a result of proportionally shared

air time, a number of groups have access to the airwaves, including

political parties and various church and humanitarian organizations.

In France, on the other hand, radio and television were under state

control until 1964, when the Office of Radiodiffusion-Television

Francaise was formed. Government officials and private members of

the council develop broadcasting policies. Since the government is

in charge of appointing the director general and his two deputies,

problems of government influence remain despite a recent liberation

of ORTF policies concerning political broadcasts, for instance.

In Great Britain a commercial network has been operating since

1954; it was strengthened by the 1964 Television Act that gave

the Independent Television Authority the power to license stations

and to regulate program content to provide a public service of

disseminating information, education and entertainment. The BBC,

on the other hand, as a public body with an independent board of

governors to run the Corporation, is expected to remain free from
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pressures of the marketplace and to retain its high program stan-

dards. But the monopoly situation and its financial security have

been lost, and the distinction of being the only country in Western

Europe that has both public service and commercial broadcasting

services may, in the end, result in the collapse of the traditional

system. The competitive situation that has been described by some

as healthy and invigorating for all concerned has its disadvantages

as well. John Scupham argues that "the justification of public

service broadcasting lies in its ability to satisfy a wide range

of present interests and to open up wholly new possibilities of

understanding and enjoyment. It can achieve neither purpose if

its programming planning is dominated by the desire to keep ahead

of a rival with other aims at every hour of the day. The more its

output comes to resemble that of its commercial competitors, the

less the reason for its own continued existence. It must provide

something for everybody, but it misconceives and betrays its role

if it lowers standards and sacrifices minorities in pursuit of

a continuous numerical predominance."
32

The results of a compara-

tive study of a week of television programming in New York and

London suggest that there are more similarities than differences

between commercial and non-commercial broadcasting systems.
33

Developments in other European countries indicate that

there exists a tendency to yield to economic considerations and

to disregard long-range public interests. Specifically, the pres-

ence of commercials on many national networks is a fact of life,
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their numbers will increase, and this trend could be interpreted

as commercialization at the expense of a free flow of information

and the presentation of new and diverse programs. It is easy for

Europeans to point to the success of the commercial system of

broadcasting in the United States without realizing the dangers and

drawbacks of the system. It is also feasible to think that the

mounting pressures of the industrial complex in Western Europe

(which includes major U.S. companies) will make it increasingly

more difficult for national networks to maintain their autonomous

positions. Presently most national broadcasting organizations are

engaged in a variety of independent productions of national and

international programs without the restraints of a commercial

supply and demand system.
34

Closely connected with the discussion of a commercial broad-

casting system that may threaten the independence of some poten-

tially democratic forms of broadcasting in Western Europe is the

question of free and equal access to the channels of communication.

Balance of presentations, considerations of different viewpoints

in society, fairness and accuracy are necessary conditions for the

success of a democratic broadcasting system; however, time and

space must also be provided for the direct presentation of

individual or collective ideas and opinions that could col

to the common good. Presenting his maxims for a contemporary

communication system, Eric Well proposes that "if you want the

public to listen to you and if you believe in democracy, do not

pretend that you are able to decide for the people. If you take
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your responsibilities seriously, do, on the contrary, everything

in order to oblige them to decide for themselves and to put them-

selves in the place of the responsible statesman. This does not

mean that you are not entitled to communicate what you believe to

be the truth, or to give advice. The opposite is necessary; you

will have to communicate to them everything you believe to be

pertinent to the question under scrutiny, to the extent of telling

them why you think that this question is really a political

question . . . . You will have to trust that in the long run the

people, and you with the people, will learn in spite of all the

distrust and all the heavy responsibilities for this distrust,

to appreciate reasonably reasonable arguments for and against a

given proposal--that they will learn not to ask why you say what

you say, but if what you say is true, coherent, sensible, healthy."35

It should be added that the public must also have the right

to the opportunity of public questioning in the context of mass

media presentations. Therefore, it will not be enough to provide

an ideal framework of public interest broadcasting as exemplified

by the BBC charter, for instance. One must go a step beyond the

original idea and provide the public with a communication forum

foster the development and continuation of a social structure that

permits and encourages learning. Permanent education means the

continued participation in the public dialog and, through '1-

participation, in a meaningful contribution to tr 4ci Q, the

community. Only appropriate legislation and the development of

regulatory powers will bring about the structural changes that are
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needed to accommodate such a system of bmacclic,

economic interests to positions of dominate,

communication media in Weern Europe has r

commercialization, subtle changes of values

material aspects of everyday life are beingco.

forcing mass media activities. Although this

mass communication media may be unavoidable ,

attempt to reflect the movements of society,

when counter-arguments and diversity of ideas

when suggestions remain unchallenged, and when

not provide the leadership of responsible disc

of public problems.

An interesting proposal to "sell" the

and technology to the American public was

is an example of an attempt to change people

subtle and rather open propaganda technique

like an open invitation to unbalanced mass -17A:::t

.g. The rise of

ntrol of mass

ed overnight;

phasis upon

led by rein-

,ement of the

_ontext of their

-mes dangerous

come forward,

lass media do

and discussion

of science

:dvanced, which

through both

proposal sounds

_esentations and

indicates the abdication of the responsibilit._,01 of a democratic

system of mass communication. The proposal suggests that a three-

fold strategy be developed for television, "first, to produce a

large number of programs of the general documentary sort for both

public and commercial outlets; second, to create a means for ensuring

that information on or about science and scientists is competently

presented in general entertainment programmin

be included in soap operas, it ought to be gc

.cience is to

:_mce); and

third, to encourage the production, on a regular basis, of programs
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th both _ and fictional, a -:kezple. To

has no scien Lneer counterDart

w-iby, or 'Mr.

see ques-Lions; whether one ca or should

science, =or 3 important as the question

of -mono- and should .esent other view7nantls, values

ant about progress life in cont =ly society.

torney.'" E Lroposal

_emocratic 7;yste7. :-Jmunication however developed

Sri he bring about the pa 7Lcia:-__on of individual,: in their

at to speak and to share 1:-.11 at: 2s their particular beliefs;

it Hill thus demonstrate t rluIalL. :ic nature of education and

hem break down the monolith-: onal information system of

the past; it will teach inciL;1 7--7. be human which, according

Pewey, requires "the gig',- 77=, -)f communication" and result

in knowledge which is a c.t: association and communication,

it .!.,:pends upon tradition, Dor. 7.--opols- and methods socially trans-

developed and sanc7ione and finally, it will protect

the ..individual against the that results when bureaucratic

or _ommercial interests become 61,,k_ Lonmakers and gatekeepers. As

long ,as all members of society al:- ,,:iven an opportunity to speak

and be heard, as long as their wark and contribution receive

fair notice, as tong as their partia# ation in the construction

of _he=r social environment is as , the democratic pri-nciple

of-musx communi=e-:ion systems will ccr77i-nue to grow. There are

many dangers, an.'.:) many questio2ts 'ered. What is

suggested here: L. :hat it mist I with the present state



of technology to preserve 'those

result in the freedom of aparticipa-

the idea of permanent education as

and stability and as a sufficient cmdf7-_:

of broadcasting. In summary, the faL12-----,=-

tution of social control in Western .rs::cic

based upon its inability to overcome --)cI;

a period of democratization after Wry-'d a.

structure of education experienced moLerat

period, but does not yet sufficient17- is

equally important, information system

the mass media system, and broadcasting in

for individual participation and comet_._.

ial life

which en_tfaces

to its gr-7:wth

democratic system

.ation as aL inszi-

least partially

:barriers _e spite

The mono:Lth.L._

ions in tLis

.they, perHa,ps

A redeaign ci

ular, to allow

-esents an ideal

opportunity for the realization of educatJc57L_ goals in the spirit

of a democratic process. The incorporanifw) the mass media into

the educational system is based on then-del= :free speech and

education as constitutional guarantees.

If the mass medium of television ,I±ucational, then ques-

tions of its form and content ought to be of :::7,nern to professional

educators.

These questions could be addresaad Dug'ILan analysis af

public broadcasting as a content-centereA method,aand

an analysis of cable television as a form-cemtered educational,

method. This would limit the definition of tucational televislm

to the mass medium, and would e :cludn incmructional technology used

for direct teasing in the classroom.
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This approach is based on an assumption and an observation.

The assumption is that learndng is a continuous process which

Paws from all of an individual's experience, not only from class -

om experience. The observation is that the mass communication

media, especially television, are a pervasive part of the American

.environment. Nevertheless, the American formal educational system

Is designed to isolate the school and the child from the larger

vironment and thus works against integration of the mass media,

amecifically television, into the formal learning process. It also

cLenies to professional educators much influence over the education

individuals might be getting through the mass medium of television.

Television is both an untapped educational resource and an

educational system controlled by people whose interests tend to

be political and economic rather than educational. The following

sections will attempt to show, first, that television is educa-

tional; second, how this form of education is politically controlled;

third, the underlying concept of man implied by existing control;

and, fourth, how the existing system could be improved.

The definition of education which informs this discussion

is a broad one which equates education with socialization. Formal

education is then a particular goal-directed activity subsumed

under education. In this scheme, the largest amount of educational

activity would be informal learning occurring outside the school.

Learning is understood to be the result of symbolic interaction

of tae learner with his environment. The meaning of interaction

with the things of one's environment is learned through interaction
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w::::th the people in one's enviro=tFnt. :n other words, -&-italstion

a process of human communicat_Lcm. =he learner partic_L.rates

Lr tymbolic interaction with othars create a communi7

etperience and meaning.
38

The Educational Nature of Television

When education is defined as a communication procesc,

are accorded a prominent position in the process. Human ccmm=i-

cation and human learning occur through symbolization, for we have

np direct or immediate access tc our environment. Since knowledc7e

of am objective reality is not available to ua, and since all

exmarience is mediated, the different media used any given inter-

action would seem to dictate to some extent what is communicated

or learned in that interaction.

This argument could provide a basis for urging the necessity

of the form-content distinction made earlier in the paper. CI:Je

could justify the emphasis on the fonm of the medium by adopting

the approach of Harold Innis, the media of communication 17Lave

a formative influence on a given _culture, or of Marshall Mcluilaam,

that the media of communication have aformative influenZe dir-P-rtly

on the perception of members or a. :given culture.
39

Both:approaches

attribute the formative power spatrrh='Fcally to the medium, -absent

any of content whatsoever.

The content distinction cc'uld be justified by the many

studi4.s of effects of t mass media.
140
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Usir_ the conl,ezz-fc di='nction as a star7ini; poimt may

encourage t = bifurca-:_:ect app ?-cac :ascribed above_ urgei,

however, such a iuelisti.l_a-:=Tacil to media anL ::ation is

in large the praL_em t: ercome if media are _ ::.:'ma- educa-

tion are t..; De integr=ed.

The 'Estinctic: is maCI,e here only as a conver_i=i1 starting

place for improvement cf the educataonaluse of televin given

the existing organza ~n of the mardinm. It is not cordered a

necessary distinction zn be :.--0-:Lrpert7:----,ad; rather, it is a bifurca-

tion cf a single phenomenon which me should attempt eve ually to

correct. Any further-discus:El= cf-the two aspects shrou.id be

understood in this light.

The interdependence form a-nd -;Tontent, larlir:-.71 makes emphasis

on one at the eznense of t'a ether an artificdal flist_nction, is

set fortit by John Dewey, whc ms.,=_!d the term, me&...1m, a technicail

sense. = medium is to le .f.tin.ltiguished from mechand means which

only lead from one e-sent: to, the -:Jex..72 without -7:::_=fectlz:.; these

edia, i7 contrast, are aomimvcric-fn forms wig ere incorporata±

ito an activity, lecu .pa. of end. resit of activity,

and recrEate in ,z5=, a part.
41

defanition, thea, ITF4di -1 of numan commuc 17.ation are

form- of interaction but are R-1,-,fl intenorgen with

the co-itent of interactical. Emipha_Js on only one aspezt rather

tharl m'ar,epreserItc the nAtur of media and tinak-: their educe-

tionn'a srgn.f.ficance, for media, b-0.11rie they do allow Integrated

experience, Provide the ,oantimuity which makes experience meaningful.
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This extlanetihm of media may seem insufficient

mass media, fon- mass media ate often assumed to ha:, aLl=tional

Characteristic distinguishint them from other media is how-

ever, an insu,00rtahle argument,. for mass media difer e=ner

only by the mad_ifier, wihich is not definable in any ..-ay that

ex:.:.:ludes from the definFti.7-7- othe-.:. media, for instance, Thrn-r-uage.

Television re =s stecific attention as an educatimal tool

primarily .because i s a re' atively new and popular medic.7,,
14.2

the

potential of which has not been significantly explored. it seems

to be a powerful medium, too, not because of its "-ass" nature,

but because of the involvement of the individual with it.

Classroom use of televisiom for direct tea,: .ing would not

seem to share the educations- potential of televis. t in the

informal educational environn,...nt for, in the formal -:71.7.,ironane=,

use rf the media tends to be :nosed on the leaxmei those in

authority, while in the env:7-7n e Lan-ner tends

to choose from among competing media those he risnen to use. 11..:mh

CLieemroom use of-media assumes-that Ieernfng i a linear

in which A imposes some specified comtent_on B. This "hypdrr'c

neerae" model of learning, ha= ad on stimuLms-rennonse assumptions

aboun the natuneof communicanion, ignores the role of the audaence

in 77-.11e process. Den-17i McQuail explains '044 Df thi, apprized'

vihe0 he wIa,..s., . it 14-, become ,1.-pn^, that the strunnoare af

Interpersonal relatimms in she anr:F.=nce MPrt rtes the flow of

communication content and li. nits and determEmes whatever effects

occur . u43
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The fragmentation of the television medium unto educational

and commercial television reflects the institutionpiized fragmenta-

tion of education into formal and informal systems. The isolation

of the formal educational system from other social institutions

implies the assumption that the experience of the learner is

compartmentalized rather than unitary and continmous.

This fragmentation of the educational environment cannot be

described as a natural or necessary evolution. It got that way

because it was designed that way. In the United States, institu-

tions such as the educational system and the mass media are designed

and maintained through the passage of laws for their development

and operation. An investigation of the legal control of telewision

may help to determine why it has not been integrated into the formal

educational system.

Political Control of Television

Broadcasting falls under the aegis of the First Amendment to

the U.S. Constitution and shares much of the regulatory structure

of all communication media. Technological peculiarities, however,

have led government to impose upon it types of formal control not

shared by other media.

The technological peculiarity which shap. the unique course

of broadcast regulation is the nature of the broadcast spectrum,

which offers a finite number of frequencies. This 'lharacteristLc

was used to justify development of a regulatory theory that
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conceived of television (and radio) as a limited access medium.

That a kind of public participation in zelevision has always been

available indicates, however, 1"-,==t the Limited access controls

that have been developed for television are not strictly necessary,

but are reauired largely because someone, somewhere, som:time,

chose to value economic retirns over other considerations.
44

The regulations out of which these controls have developed

are few. Three laws, the 1312 Radio Act, the 1927 Radio Act,

and the 1934 Communication Act, provide the regulatory foundation.

The 1912 Act did little more than provide that the Secretary

of Commerce would be the aclicial radio licensing agent for the

government. It did not provide any discretionary standards for

licensing or operation. 'By 192, the limitations of the act were

evident, for, although the spec=-um was limited, the legally-

created right to licenses was nct. With 576 radio stations already

operating, Commerce Secretary Herbert Hoover attempted to employ

some self-imposed discretionary standards, and his attempt resulted

in a circuit court decision which explicitly stated that the

licensing agent had a mandatory duty to issue licenses to all valid

applicants and could exercise no discretion in performing that

duty.
45

Since no valid applicants could be denied a license, the

spectrum quickly became overcrowded, with interference among

stations developing chaotically. Nevertheless, a 1926 Attorney

General's opinion reaffirmed the court decision that no discretion-

ary powers were to be used in granting licenses or prescribing
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methods of operation. The argument supporting the opinion was that

Congress had specifically retained the power to develop discretionary

standards, but had not yet done so. Refusal of the courts to fashion

ad hoc standards in this situation was probably an invitation to

Congress to correct its oversight.

The correction was attempted in the 1927 Radio Act, which

established the Federal Radio Commission and adopted a discretionary

licensing standard, borrowed from public utilities legislation, of

"the public interest, convenience, and necessity."

As communication technology developed beyond radio, the need

was felt for a more extensive regulatory statement. The 1934

Communications Act established the Federal Communications Commis-

sion (FCC) as the permanent regulatory body and retained the

discretionary licensing standard adopted in the 1927 Act. While

this has remained the core of broadcast regulation, it has been

augmented and clarified by various court decisions. A recent

decision, Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. Federal Communications

Commission, 395 U.S. 367 (1969), summarizes the rationale guiding

broadcast regulation and reaffirms limited access as the dominant

theory.
46

Since it is the agency controlling television, a discussion

of the regulatory structure of broadcasting requires an examination

of the powers of the FCC. Theoretically, its powers are extensive,

and have been developed in three general areas. Those areas, as

delineated by Thomas Emerson, focus on ownership and control of

broadcasting facilities, programming, and access to broadcasting

facilities.
47
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Emerson's three categories of regulatory power will be used

below in examining the role of the FCC.
48

(1) Ownership and control of broadcasting facilities: The

multiple ownership rules of the FCC are not mentioned in the 1934

Act, but are an exercise in discretionary power. They forbid

nationwide ownership, by a single individual, of more than seven

AM radio, seven FM radio, or seven television stations, with no more

than five of the television stations being in the VHF (very high

frequency) band of the spectrum. In addition, a single individual

may not hold more than one license on each type of broadcast

facility in a single community. Thus, while a single individual

may not control two television stations, or two AM or FM radio

stations in one community, he may control one television station,

one AM radio station, and one FM radio station in the same communi-

ty. The possibility that the same individual might also own a

community newspaper is not taken into consideration by the FCC

multiple ownership rules.

Although the rules are an acknowledgement of the undesir-

ability of monopoly ownership of mass communication media, they are

not a very effective tool to combat such an ownership pattern.

(2) Programming: This is a difficult area for the FCC to

regulate, for it raises First Amendment issues of censorship and

government control of expression.

Authority to control programming is based primarily on FCC

power to grant three-year licenses and to renew such licenses on

the basis of the standard of the public convenience, interest, and
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necessity. Attention is not given to individual programs; rather,

the concept of balanced programming is used to determine whether

licensees are devoting enough attention to specified categories

of content designed to meet FCC conceptions of audience needs and

desires.

These categories were first outlined in a 1946 FCC document,

Public Service Responsibility of Broadcast Licensees, popularly

known as the "blue book," and were not revised until the FCC

issued a new "Program Policy Statement" on July 29, 1960.
49

The balancing concept may be evolving slightly from balanced

programming by each individual station to balanced programming in

an overall broadcast area achieved by licensing a variety of

specialized stations which complement one another. The FCC has

taken the latter approach in metropolitan areas, recently.

(3) Access to broadcasting facilities: The FCC has developed

one major rule in this area--the fairness doctrine--while a second,

the equal time rule, was included in the 1934 Act. A third idea,

that the First Amendment includes a general public right of access

to the mass media, has been receiving increasing attention, but

has not yet been formally accepted.

The fairness doctrine, based on the discretionary licensing

standard of the public interest, convenience and necessity, is

an attempt to make the full and impartial airing of ideas of public

interest one condition of licensing. It was first presented in the

1949 FCC "Report in the Matter of Editorializing by Broadcast

Licensees" as a remedy to the probability of one-sidedness and
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bias in broadcast editorials. It was added to the Federal Communi-

cations Act by amendment in 1959.

The fairness doctrine has been criticized as an infringement

of First Amendment rights of licensees. Because it requires

licensees to seek out all sides of a public issue they have chosen

to air, it can conceivably be thwarted by licensees refusing to

consider any controversial issues at all, and has been criticized

on these grounds, also. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court's 1969

Red Lion decision upheld the constitutionality of the fairness

doctrine. Recent court decisions have grappled unsuccessfully with

the question whether the doctrine, which assumes that the public

has a right of access to a broad spectrum of ideas from the broad-

cast media, can be extended to legitimate the idea that individual

citizens have a right of access to media facilities to air their

opinions and ideas. A general right of access to the media must

be recognized in the courts or by Congress before public partici-

pation in the media can be significantly developed.

Equal time is required by Section 315 of the Federal Communi-

cations Act. Designed to insure the impartial airing and debate

of political issues in broadcast media, the text requires,

basically, that "If any licensee shall permit any person who is

a legally qualified candidate for any public office to use a

broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all

other candidates for that office in the use of such broadcasting.

station . . . . "50
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Interpreters of the statute point out that "equal time" is

a misnomer, for the language of the statute requires only equal

opportunities for use of facilities. "The simple operational rule

of 315 is that if one candidate is allowed to purchase prime time

then all his 'legally qualified' opponents must be allowed to

purchase prime time."
51

FCC regulations look fairly good on paper, but their impor-

tance is largely determined by the FCC's ability to enforce them.

Three main enforcement methods are available to the FCC.

The most common is simply a letter to the licensee suggesting he

change some aspect of his operation. The second is a cease-and-

desist order, which the FCC insists it has the power to use but

which it many times refuses to use on the grounds that such an

order violates the anti-censorship rule of the Federal Communica-

tions Act. The third, most powerful, and least. used method is

denial of an application for license renewal.

That the second and third sanctions available to the FCC are

seldom used is difficult to understand unless one considers the

operating conditions of the FCC. The problem, it seems, is not

lack of regulatory power, but lack of means to operationalize

that abstract power. Understaffed and inadequately financed, the

FCC is a weak institution because Congress designed it to be a

weak institution, which tends to protect the vested economic

interests of established media owners and the political and

economic; interests of many congressmen more than the public's

interest.
52
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With commercial television dominated by the three networks,

ABC, CBS, and NBC, and operated principally for economic gain rather

than for the socio-political principles which FCC regulations

appear to attempt to foster,
53

the inception and development of

educational television has not been well-supported. The existing

dual system of commercial and educational television was not a

necessary development but a result of choices made by the communi-

cation industry and its regulators. The Columbia Broadcasting

System (CBS) seems to bear a major part of the responsibility for

the present second-class status of educational television.

When television was only a few years old, and Congress was

creating the 1934 Communications Act, some legislators were in

favor of allocating spectrum space specifically for educational

purposes. This recognition of educational needs was considered

unnecessary,.however, when representatives of CBS testified that

they were already devoting seventy per cent of their time to

noncommercial programming, including education. Thus, it was

assumed that the proposed educational allocation would be wasteful

duplication.54

Therefore, as a result of the CBS testimony, among other

factors, allocation of space on the VHF band was dominated by

commercial broadcasting at the expense of education, which received

only a handful of frequency allocations. Education was also ig-

nored in commercial programming. By the time the situation was

remedied by the FCC eighteen years later,.heavy investments had

been made developing the original structure of broadcast organization

and educational television was assured of second-class status.
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Between the 1934 legislation and the 1952 attempt to correct

the errors of the 1934 Act, thought was devoted to the relationship

between education and television. Ohio State University, which

sponsored an annual International Institute for Education by Radio,

provided educators with a forum for discussion of educational

broadcasting. Two concepts of the educational role of the broad-

caster emerged from these sessions: "(1) broadcasting as an

instrument of general culture providing un alternative national

program service for the mature adult an,d the out-of-school child;

and (2) broadcasting as a systematized sometimes total tool of

formal education."
55

The shorthand terms for these concepts which

are still prevalent today are enrichment and direct-teaching.

The government attitude toward the relationship of education

and television is revealed in the Sixth Report and Order of the

FCC, adopted April 14, 1952, which finally allocated significant

spectrum space for educational uses. First, it specified that

development of a dual system of commercial and educational tele-

vision did not relieve " . . . commercial licensees from their

duty to carry programs which fulfill the educational needs and

serve the educational interests of the community in which they

operate . . . .

"56

Second, the Order indicated that the FCC considered educa-

tion to be a function of the content alone, rather than an integral

function of the medium per se, for they were concerned with

ft
. . the establishment of a genuinely educational type of

57
service . . . " (emphasis added)
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It seems that both educators and 1=dus':y regulatus conceived

of television in a dualistic manner, as ezucalional and non-educa-

tional. In addition, both seemed to feel r:._at education was a

function of content, with its medium of communication being rela-

tively inconsequential.

The FCC's 1952 attempt to provide for educational broad-

casting needs has been thwarted by a combination of human and

mechanical inflexibility. Herbert Schiller (1=-ribes 1 original

FCC decision to assign television to the Vim" -,'d of the: spectrum

as "a serious engineering error" and conti7--

More space was needed and it---In-r1 be ob-

tained only in the higher bands, the =LI-railed UHF.

In 1952, the FCC opened up 70 channels 17. the UHF

frequencies, reserving many of them 5- :ducational

stations. Unfortunately, the set man ;urers were

not disposed to produce receivers that could ea:m=0-

date both VHF and UHF channels .

The net effect of this tangle of commercial

interests was to make ETV almost inoperative in the

UHF frequencies to which most of its stations had

been assigned.
58

This problem was finally addressed in 1962, when Congress

passed the ETV Facilities Act which provided funds for construction

of educational broadcasting facilities and required television set

manufacturers to build both VHF and UHF (ultra high frequency)

receiving capacities into their equipment. The remedy may have
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come too late, however, for the dominance of the commercial broad-

cast interests and the subordination of educational broadcasting

had become institutionalized by this time. Schiller explains that

. . the separation of programming into educational (non-commer-

cial) and recreational (commercial) . . . totally undermines the

educational offerings and reduces their impact to marginal bene-

fits."59

Educational television did not distinguish itself during

the next five years and in 1967, Congress made yet another attempt

to revive ETV. On the recommendation af the Carnegie Commission

on Educational Television, it passed the Public Broadcasting Act

of 1967, which created a federally financed Corporation for Public

Broadcasting to develop creative noncommercial programming. The

consequences of the blundering history of ETV regulation in the

United States are captured in the name of the new corporation.

The Carnegie Commission recommended, and Congress approved

it
. . a new name, 'public television,' since educational tele-

vision has become synonymous with uninteresting, poorly executed

fare.
60

As was pointed out earlier, the theoretical basis of

American broadcast regulation has been the limited access concept,

based on the physical limitations of broadcasting. This theory

casts the government in the role of guardian of the public's

television use, and the regulatory history indicates that the

dominant government view of the public is that it is composed of

passive, relatively simple-minded people. Educational television,
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which still assumes the passive audience, is plainly labeled

"educational" as if to reassure consumers that high-powered commer-

cial programming is not. Television regulatory history thus

reflects a larger societal viewpoint which assigns second-class

status to education and isolates it from the rest of the environ-

ment. This is paradoxical in a society which prides itself on a

universal, democratic system of education. Resolution of the para-

dox depends upon an explication and understanding of the concept

of human nature which has been operationalized in cur social

institutions and traditions.

The Underlying Philosophy

The dominant concept of human nature that is perpluated

in American institutions is that of the Enlightenment, fart this

was the period during which American institutions were being

created. Philosophers of the time assumed a mechanistic, New-

tonian model of the universe.
61

The most significant legacy of the Enlightenment concept of

human nature is its assumption about the nature of knowledge. It

assumes that the universe is rational and that man is a rational

creature who will seek out the truth, which cannot fail to triumph

over falsehood.
62

This assumption encouraged development of the

democratic concepts of equality and popular sovereignty, for each

individual possesses equally the power of knowing truth, and each

is thus capable of self-government. The assumption encourages,
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through its belief in equality, a faith in universal education.

It fosters a distrust of education also, however, for if man has

:nil, power to know truth, and LE, in a raticmal universe, the truth

must inevitably win out over falsehood, the function-. of educational

:institutames is difficult to (9'srmine

The view of man whicm merges is a Ilatter'nz oicture of

the s15-sufficient -1evertheless, I- lefines man as

passive for the truth will prevail without man interference.

Indeed, .,.=en interference may c,=-rvert the process and create

falsehoo _ which compete with and must be overtop. by the truth.

A laissez,- -afire philosophy is the logical development.

This helps to explain our existing educationaL television

arrangement. '2ur commitment to education coupled with our distrust

of it requires an educational system that appears to have the

support of the society but which is rendered relatively ineffectual

Liwough isolation from other se ants of the society. This is

reflected in the television industrT: commercial television is

highly developed while educational television, poorly financed

and partially crippled by regulatory blunders, receives little

support.

The mechanistic bias in our philosophy encourages emphasis

on technology and perhaps explains our willingness to base broad-

cast regulatory theory on the physical limitations of the broadcast

spectrum.
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The preceding analysis may have helped explain how otr

conception of human nature shaped existing institutions. It fails

to explain, however, why the Enlightenment view of man prevails

in the twentieth century, when conditions have changed radically.

An obvious explanation is that the formal educational system is

primarily responsible, for it is a conservative institution

specifically designed to socialize the young into the cpminant

philosophy of the society. All institutions, including mass media,

possess this educative power, but most are not specifically designed

for this purpcs.e.

Beyond this rather superficial explanation is the fact that

institutions tend tc be self-perpetuating, and tend to perpetuate

the philosophy they embody. This fact is sufficient for institu-

-onal maintenance unless the underlying philosophy becomes

17.nmblematic, at which anoint the need for legitimation of it de

velops. The Enlightenment view of the ability of each individual

to know the truth has become problematic because science has

encouraged specialization of knowledge and has removed it from the

reach of most members of society. "Put more simply, the 'lay'

member of society no longer knows how his universe is to be

conceptually maintained, although, of course, he still knows who

the specialists of universe-maintenance are presumed to be."
63

The conception of man as knower which our institutions

reflect has become problematic because the accepted method of

obtaining knowledge has changed. This occurs because the only

contact with science that is available to those who are not
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scientists is through its technological manifestations in the

everyday world, as Habermas argues.
64

Familiarity with technology gives the non-scientist the

false impression of mastery of scientific knowledge. In additian,

official uses of technology tend to reinforce the existing values.

The combined result is conservative of the established order and

its philosophy.. For example, consider the legitimating, conserva-

tive effect of a contemporary, technologically sophisticated

presidential news conference. The event simultaneously pre-empts

programming on all three commercial television networks, and the

presidential seal is prominently displayed before the president

speaks a word.

Our passive concept of man as knower, in its seventeenth

and eighteenth century context, was an optimistic model. With

the development of science and technology, however, man as knower

relinquishes self-sufficiency and his passivity becomes the pas-

sive acceptance of technology as the sole contact most members of

society can have with the scientific knowledge which legitimates

the social order. Technology becomes a new ideology, as Habermas

warns.

This result is not something that technology, especially

communication media, has done to us. Rather, it is something we

have done with technology, largely because of the passive nature

we have ascribed to man. It is not a necessary development but

the outcome of human choices, for, as Herbert Muller reminds us,
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It
. it is too easy to blame everything on technology. Our

most serious problems are political and moral, strictly up to us."
65

Correction of the problem requires redefinition of man as

active rather than as passive. The solution is essentially a

matter of education and communication. The need is for an integrated

society in which knowledge is a common possession and in which each

individual actively appropriates and creates knowledge through

participation in communication.

Redefining man as active would change the institutionalized

model of knowing and would encourage the idea that all kinds of

knowledge are as legitimate as scientific knowledge. The redefini-

tion would conceive of human experience as integrated and would

merge formal and informal education. In this way it would lead

to the conviction that an individual's "school" is his entire

experience.

Improving the System

The final question to be considered is whether television

itself could be used as a means of accomplishing this redefinition.

Two possibilities mentioned at the beginning of this discussion,

public broadcasting and cable television, may lend themselves to

the task.

Public broadcasting on conventional television is a poten-

tial tool primarily because it is the most realistic and convenient

starting point. It would require education through content, but
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would suffer in effectiveness because it shares the one-way

dissemination characteristic of commercial television, because it

assumes the passive audience, and because its strength lies in the

regulatory theory of limited access just as does the strength of

commercial television. One-way media can, nevertheless, perform

an informational function, although they are not likely to have

much effect on behavior.
66

One possibility would be an informa-

tional campaign, through public broadcasting, about the uses of

cable television.

Cable would be a form-centered educational method. Cable

could, if we regulate it for that purpose, allow audience partici-

pation in the medium and such participation--learning by doing- -

could prompt a realization of the integrated nature of the learning

process and the active character of man. If regulated to this end,

cable could provide a genuine alternative to conventional tele-

vision.

Cable is more flexible than conventional television, which

operates on the principle of broadcasting electromagnetic waves

from a transmitter to a receiver. Broadcast television is limited

in the distance which signals can travel without losing strength;

it is subject to interference from large objects in the environment;

and it is limited in the number of frequencies available. Cable,

on the other hand, can be extended to any distance, is not

affected by interference from surroundings, and has a large channel

capacity. It operates on the principle of conducting electric

signals over the length of the cable. A single cable has a
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forty-channel capacity and two cables can be paired to produce an

eighty-channel capacity for any given area.

Cable regulation so far has been inconclusive, for, while

cable seems like broadcast television in most respects, it denies

the theory which underlies broadcast regulation: that of physical

scarcity. With the potential of eighty channels in a single

community, cable has been called the television of abundance.
67

The Sloan Commission on Cable Communications describes the situation

as "regulatory chaos,"
68

and explains that the state of cable

regulation is so amorphous because "The Communications Act of 1934,

as its date would imply, is not explicit on the scope of FCC

authority over cable, and Congress has yet to clairfy the areas

of aMbiguity."
69

For lack of federal leadership, cities and states have

tended to regulate cable on an ad hoc basis.

A suitable approach for the purposes of this discussion would

be federal financing of a comprehensive national cable system, with

the bulk of its operation locally controlled. Many programming

possibilities suggest themselves, but three seem especially

pertinent as educational alternatives:

(1) Requirement that programming on all channels strive

to serve specialized audiences, leaving mass-appeal programming to

the commercial networks.

(2) Provision of a sufficient number of channels in each

community for public use, with limitation on the amount of time

any single user could monopolize. Use should be free, and should
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admit of only minimum standards of regulation as the First Amend-

ment might require, with no specifications made as to content, and

with provision of equipment and technical personnel for all users.

(3) Provision of at least one "educational" channrt in each

community, not for use by educators, but for experimental use by

students, under the same standards as Proposal 2, with the added

qualification that technical personnel should be available to

teach interested students how to operate equipment.

Costs of Proposals 2 and 3 would be assumed by the federal

government, perhaps as a positive responsibility imposed by First

Amendment interpretation. In addition, the government would be

required to mount an informational campaign to encourage partici-

pation in the operation of these public channels. Public

broadcasting might be useful for this purpose. Although the

general idea of public access may eventually be legitimated through

FCC ruliago and court decisions, Congress bears responsibility for

legislation authorizing the above recommendations.

Such a program, with its support of public participation

in the medium, redefines educational television as something the

audience does rather than'as something done to the audience. This

redefinition might promote integration of the formal and informal

educational systems through encouraging the idea that education

is not merely what happens in the classroom and on an educational

television channel, but that it is the whole of one's experience.

In summary, the problem of television and education in the

United States is a complex one, but these few conclusions may be
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advanced. The power of the television medium rests not with the

technology, but with human use of it. Putting the medium in this

perspective may actually increase its educational effectiveness,

for concentration on technology per se entourages definition of

education as that which occurs in the schoolroom only. Concentra-

tion on the human interaction made possible by the medium, however,

suggests that television may constitute an informal educational

system as important as or more important than the formal educational

system.

The existing isolation of education in society generally,

and in the television medium specifically, reflects the passive

nature we have attributed to man and suggests that we who have

developed and maintained these institutions have not developed

an integrated, active concept of man. In circular fashion, this

institutionalized fragmentation of experience will be passed on

to each generation until we revise our inst1/2utions to reflect a

different model of human nature. This paper has attempted to

suggest ways in which a single institution, television, might be

restructured toward that end.
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Suggestions for Further Studies

The following proposals reflect the major arguments in

the paper which should be considered as areas of research and

policy development.

1. The development of a prototype M.A. program in mass

communication and society tostimulate interest and provide

guidance for a more formalized process of knowledge utilization

among teachers. The course would take advantage of existing

television technology and current programs by incorporating aspects

of commercial and public' television programming into a set of

television lectures, correspondence courses and brief, on-campus

sessions on a year-round basis. The immediate goal would be to

assist teachers in reaching their advanced degree objectives

through off-campus instructions; the long-range goal would be

an expansion of sources and resources for the teacher and the

development of critical faculties among television viewers.

2. The design of a cross-cultural study of "popularizing"

the acquisition and use of knowledge in adult populations with a

specific emphasis upon the uses of television programs and their

appeal to audiences. The study would include problems of adult

education and of how a system of permanent education could take

advantage of the reading and viewing habits of educationally

disadvantaged segments of the population.
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3. A study of access to the mass media in the framework of

the right to education. The project would include a comparative

study of legal systems and broadcasting regulations in Western

Europe and the United States with an emphasis upon the constitu-

tional guarantees of freedom of expression and the relationship

to education as a universal right.

4. A study of the judicial branch and the mass media with

regard to how general policies of courts pertaining to First

Amendment questions are carried out by the mass media. The research

would concentrate upon the reaction of the electronic media to a

number of recent Supreme Court decisions ranging from editorial

opinions to policy changes of a selected number of stations and

networks.

5. A feasibility study of cable television as a potentially

democratic system of mass communication. The project would consist

of an analysis of the present organization of cable television

with respect to its legal and economic components and consider

problems of reorganization of the system to maximize cable tele-

vision use among individuals and citizen groups.
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APPENDIX A

British Utilization of Educational Television:
A Discussion of the Open University

by

John L.- Huffman

The term "educational television" is a generic simplification

which serves to bring together a vast array of singular approaches

to the utilization of the visual broadcast medium under one general

h-ziading. The foregoing is true in America because of the generally

decentralized nature of educational broadcasting endeavors, but it

is even more true in Great Britain because of the highly diverse and

intricately structured, sometimes interrelated efforts to utilize

the medium of television for educational purposes, all subsumed

under the common rubric of educational television. Thus, when the

term "educational television" is used, its referent might be any-

thing falling between the polar extremes of a small college pro-

duction viewed on a closed-circuit network by a handful of students

and a high-budget documentary aired on BBC and viewed by hundreds

of thousands. Among the gradations on this polar scale would be the

airing of educational programs from a central regional ETV center

to selected schools within its area, independent television broad-

casts in the vein of "adult education" (sometimes called "further

education" in Great Britain), ITV broadcasts tied specifically to
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selected college courses, BBC broadcasts in further education, BBC

broadcasts in conjunction with certain college or university courses

and BBC and ITV commentaries focusing on questions of national

interest and aired in prime time, to name just some of the uses

to which the medium of television has been put under the general

classification of educational television.

This paper will explore some of the facets of educational

television in Great Britain. This exploration is necessary to pro-

vide an introduction to the educational climate out of which sprang

a unique concept in educational television utilization, the Open

University. The concepts, structure, and implications of the Open

University will be dealt with in the latter portion of the paper.

Educational Needs in Great Britain

Great Britain is now facing many of the identical educational

problems that currently beset the other western, industrialized

nations. The rise in the standard of living since the Second

World War has been accompanied by a large increase in population.

This translates into an ever-increasing number of students enter-

ing the nation's already overcrowed schools. According to some

estimates, the number of school age ehildren in Great Britain will

double in the period from 1970 to 1980.1 It is also estimated that

children in the age group 16-17 will number 1,728,000 in 1980.2

Based on these projections, many British educators have taken the

position that the teacher-pupil modus of education, which now forms
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the backbone of the British educational system, will no longer be

possible because of a shortage of both teachers and facilities

sufficient to meet the increased needs.

At the university level, the effect of a great influx

of students is already being felt. In the decade from 1958 to

1968, the number of students in British universities nearly doubled,

from 103,000 to 205,000.3 The increasing number of university

applicants is a result not only of the population increase, but

also of the gradual disappearance of the traditional "elitist"

concept of higher education in Great Britain. In earlier times

this elitist concept served to keep the aspirations of the lower

economic c/asses in line with their ancestral stations in life.

In trying to provide facilities for the burgeoning number

of university students, Britain has made great strides in enlarging

her system of higher education. From 1958 to 1968, the number

of universities in Great Britain doubled.4 During this decade

seven new universities were founded in England and two in Scotland.

In addition, ten colleges of advanced technology were raised to the

status of universities. When educational administrators projected

that even these measures were going to fall short of adequately

providing for the influx of students, even more drastic measures

were undertaken. In 1964, the Committee for National Academic

Awards was created. The Committee was empowered by the government

to grant degrees by means of accreditation of selected courses

in non-university institutions. The completion of these courses

qualified students for the award of a CNAA degree.
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Financial Structure of British Higher Education

British education is almost totally supported by government

funds released by Parliament. It is estimated that seventy per

cent of the operating expenses and ninety per cent of the capital

expenditures of universities are met with direct government grants.

This is not to say, however, that the state exercises any kind

of direct control over the universities.

The fundF released by Parliament are controlled by the

government r.q% tment of EdLuation and Science.5 The DES is

divided into two sectors. The first of these is the University

Sector. Its funds are allocated by a non-governmental, independent

body called the University Grants Committee (UGC). The UGC is

composed of senior university teachers and university representa-

tives empowered to encourage or prevent expansion in university

departments requiring additional staff, plant, or equipment and to

set and enforce building standards.

The second sector of the Department of Education and Science

is concerned with non-university educational institutions. In

this sector the control and finance of all colleges and schools are

shared with Local Educational Authorities (LEA's) which build,

staff, and equip the institutions.

Once a particular university receives a grant from the UGC,

it then has complete control of the funds and is responsible for

its own internal allocation. It should be noted that these funds

have no relationship to salary funds for university teachers. The
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salaries of all teachers are nationally negotiated by teacher's

unions and do not fall under the purview of the University Grants

Committee.

In summary, then, the financial structure of British educa-

tion is controlled almost entirely from within by educators,

but at the same time it is almost entirely dependent for funds

upon the proclivities of the government, which may or may not see

fit to honor the requests of the British educators.

Thus, the prevailing mood in British education during the

1960's was one of anxiety coupled with almost frenetic activity

as educators and administrators tried desperately to conceive

of possible ways to handle ever-increasing numbers of students

with limited financial resources.

British Educational Television

In light of the increased demands on the British educational

system and in light of the great strides made in television tech-

nology during the same period, it comes as no surprise that

British educators turned to a marriage between education and the

medium of television as an obvious and viable solution to these

problems. In general the educators have turned to three existing

facets of British television in their attempt to utilize this

medium. They are: closed-circuit television (CCT); the national

government controlled channels administered by the British

Broadcasting Corporation (BBC); and the chatinel controlled by the

Independent Television Authority (ITA). The argument has been
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voiced that closed-circuit television should not be included under

the general classification of educational television because it

is not a broadcast medium in the strict sense of the word, instead

depending on direct wiring between reception points and transmis-

sion points rather than utilizing the airwaves. This argument

was originally voiced when CCT was in its infancy and consisted

largely of facilities restricted to a single building or, in

many cases, to a single department or room. This particular concept

of CCT is no longer valid, as will be pointed 'out later. Some

CCT networks are now so widespread that they approach in terms of

audience numbers some of the commercial ITV stations. In addition,

to rule out the discussion of CCT when talking about British

educational television would be to ignore the greatest single solu-

tion British educators have found so far to the problem of

overcrowded schools. Finally, it seems an impossible task to

separate conceptually CCT from broadcast television in terms of

goals in education, in terms of methods utilized to attain these

goals, and in te_ms of the effects each has on its audience. Thus,

closed-circuit television can be considered not only as an important

factor in educational television, but also, at least in some areas

of the British educational system, as the most important element.

Closed-Circuit Television. Any discussion of closed-circuit

television in Great Britain must include the activities of the

National Educational Closed'Circuit Television Association (NECCTA).

NECCTA formally came into existence in 1967 as an outgrowth of



informal meetings that had been held in previous years by directors

of various educational television systems. Today it is the main

organization responsible for bringing together educational organi-

zations that systematically use closed-circuit television facilities

as part of their educational program.

NECCTA claims a membership of over 160 institutions across

Great Britain. ReprL.ented on its National Executive Committee are

agencies such as the BBC, ITA, and the National Council for Ecuca-

tional Technology. To be eligible for full. membership, NECCTA

requires that an institution be systematically using closed-circuit

television in a comprehensive manner, as opposed to limited usage

for departmental or research purposes. NECCTA provides an associate

membership for institutions planning a comprehensive CCT program.

The stated aims of NECCTA are to establish appropriate

educational standards and technical standards for education tele-

vision, to promote further research, to further liaison efforts

between the users and producers of television at various levels, to

act as a forum for the exchange of information on staffing, training,

operating techniques, technical development, and program content,

and to act as a representative body for closed-circuit television

users.

The extent to which closed-circuit television has permeated

the educational system of Great Britain can be seen at the University

of Leeds, which was among the first British universities to set up

a full operational, central television service staffed by profes-

sionals. CCT is used at Leeds as both a visual aid for lectures and

research and as a.teaching aid Per se. Specifically, the closed-
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circuit television facilities at Leeds are used in teaching math-

ematics, medicine, metallurgy, civil engineering, English, education,

Chinese studies, electronic engineering, philosophy, fine arts,

Russian studies, physics, and chemistry.7 Exposure to CCT educa-

tion methods is an integral part of every student's matriculation

at Leeds. The pattern of closed-circuit television utilization at

the Univeristy of Leeds is not unique; similar patterns have been

developed at almost all British universities.

An important characteristic to note about these closed-

circuit television users is that they do not exist in isolation.

In the city of Glasgow, all primary and secondary schools, colleges,

and universities are linked to a central ETV Center.8 All of

Glasgow's 50 secondary schools are linked to the Center with a

minimum of two receivers. Like most other educational institutions

utilizing CCT, the schools can use either the ETV signal or a

BBC/ITV signal. Panels of Glasgow teachers form the nucleus or

program preparation groups. They are gui0 1 by short courses in

TV production and are assisted by professional scriptwriters, pro-

ducers, and directors.

In London, as in Glasgow, all educational establishments

are linked to an educational television center. The links are

provided and maintained by the Post Office, and currently six

channels are in use. The educational possibilities inherent in a

network such as London's can be gathered by noting the extent of the

network. The Center is linked to 887 primary schools, 239 secondary
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schools, 66 special schools, 13 colleges of further education, 5

schools of art, 32 technical schools and colleges of commerce, and

9 colleges of education. All of these links are under the direction

of the Inner London Education Authority.

Action is now being taken to link together the various

regional closed-circuit television centers. In the foreseeable

future a vast network of closed-circuit television centers will

cover all of Great Britain. This network will allow almost unlimited

sharing of ideas and programs among Britain's educational institu-

tions.

It is quite obvious that British educators have made a

definite commitment to closed-circuit television as one answer to

the problems of limited financial and educational resources. This

particular solution is not applicable to all of the problems, how-

ever. Further solutions can be found in the composition of the

programming of national television.

National Educational Television. In Britain the airwaves are

controlled by the General Post Office, which in this particular

function resembles its American counterpart, the Federal Communica-

tions Commission. The Postmaster General has regulatory powers over

the airwaves, this power having been vested in him by the Wireless

and Telegraph Acts.

Both the British Broadcasting Corporation and the Independent

Television Authority operate under a royal charter administered by

the Post Office, and both charters are subject to periodic review.
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As John Stonehouse of the BBC has noted: "The year 1976, in fact,

provides a watershed as both the British Broadcasting Corporation

Charter and the Independent Television Authority lapse on 31 July

in that year. There will certainly be a great deal of debate about

how sound and television broadcasting should be organized after

1976."1°

Thus, both national networks, BBC and ITA, are controlled by

similar bodies which are both ultimately responsible to Parliement.

Neither the BBC Board of Governors nor the ITA Board are composed

of broadcasters; the membership of these bodies represents the

public in controlling the broadcasters as regards programming, and

the bodies are themselves answerable to Parliament for their actions.

It is a popular misconception outside of Britain to consider

the BBC network as the "government" network, and to consider the

ITA network as the independent network similar to its American

counterparts. In reality, the degree of accountability to the

government is equal in both cases. The major difference in the

two networks is in their methods of financing. The BBC network is

financed by the licensing of television receivers; every member of

the public who desires to avail himself of tile programming broad-

cast by the BBC must purchase a license. On the other hand, the

ITA is financed by advertising in the same manner as the American

television networks.

Under the terms of the BBC Charter, education is one of the

major duties of the BBC. As to how it is to go about performing this
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duty, the Charter is of necessity quite vague. Richmond Postgate,

the Controller of Educational Broadcasting for the BBC, explains

how the BBC goes about determining its duties in the following ways:

In making the provision (of including educational

material in broadcasting), the BBC is in the main

self-advising, but receives outside advice, comment

and guidance from its advisory bodies--nationally,

the General Advisory Council; for Scotland and

Wales from the respective national broadcasting

council; and for the BBC Regions in England, from

regional advisory councils.11

The School Broadcasting Council, a part of the General Advisory

Council, utilizes a staff of Education Officers and Program Sub-

committees to discover the needs of teachers and pupils in schools,

and then gives guidance to the BBC on the ways in which broadcasting

can be used to further the educational goals of the schools. Members

of the School Broadcasting Council are themselves representatives

from the educational world, and thus are well suited to the task of

formulating school broadcasting policy.

An additional advisory body to the BBC is the Further

Educational Advisory Council. This, again, is a national body

which, advised by representative committees, commissions programs to

be used for adult education.

The BBC is involved essentially in four distinct modes

of educational broadcasting: school radio, school television,
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further education (FE) radio and FE television. The first two

modes have as their programming content actual academic courses

designed with the teacher as a central, pivotal force. Many of

these courses operate in conjunction with home study aids and pre-

pare the student for a test to be taken at some educational institu-

tion. The second two modes are usually more vocational than academic

in programming content, and many times have as their goal the

ephemeral purpose of "cultural enrichment."

Like the BBC, the ITA has a statutory duty of education

under its Royal Charter, along with the duties of informing and

entertaining its audience that it shares with the BBC. Again like

the BBC, ITA is advised by professional committees. The Educational

Advisory Council is the main advisory body. The Council is assisted

by two program committees, a Schools Committee and an Adult Education

Committee. It is interesting to note that the Chairman of the

Adult Education Committee for the ITA is also Chairman of the BBC's

Further Education Advisory Council. This reflects a deliberate

attempt on the part of both broadcasting authorities to avoid

program clash or unnecessary duplication in the educational broad-

casting field.

Summary

It is hoped that this brief picture of the educational televi-

sion milieu in Great Britain has given the reader some insight into



the general position that educational television now holds in the

British educational system. It has been pointed out that the term

"educational television" is a convenient catch-all heading under

which a multitude of diverse activities are carried out. Some

of the problems which now affect Britain's educational system have

been described, the most important of these being the vast influx

of students into Britain's schools.

A brief look has been provided at the responses the British

educational system has made in meeting these problems: an increasing

utilization of closed-circuit television to relieve teachers of

some of their burdens and an increasing reliance on national tele-

vision to play a larger role in the educational process.

The Open University: Introduction

Out of this educational climate in Great Britain has sprung

forth an entirely new concept in the world of higher education--a

"university of the air." Maligned by some and praised by others,

the least that can be said about Britain's Open University is that

it represents a bold new experiment in university schooling; an

experiment that, if successful, has momentous implications for

university-level schooling throughout the world. The balance of

this paper will examine the operation of the Open University.
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Historical Background of the Open University.

While the educational climate from which the Open University

sprang has already been noted, the exact impetus for its genesis

remains somewhat obscure. The Open University itself traces its

beginnings to a Government Advisory Committee which was set up in

1965 to look into the responsiblilities of such an institution.12

In a White Paper "University of the Air" (Cmnd 2922, HMSO 1966),

the Government accepted the recommendation of the committee that

such an institution should be established.

The London Times, in its penchant for exactitude, traces the

birth of the concept of the Open University to ". . . one day in

1963 by Mr. Harold Wilson speaking in Glasgow . .

,13

In the April 29, 1972, issue of Saturday Review, Dr. Peter

J. Smith, a faculty member of the Open University, presents a more

comprehensive view of the birth of the Open University. He sees

the impetus for the concept of the University originating in the

Robbins Report (1962) on the state of British education. Smith

voiced the opinion that the Robbins Report "set the tone for the

destruction of elitism by proposing that places in higher education

be limited not by some arbitrary decision but solely by the number

of students able and willing to benefit from the system."14 Accord-

ing to Smith the Robbins Report, if true, was a subtle indictment

of the past. Smith explains this hypothesis in the following way:

If it is true that a higher proportion of

the relevant age group is now capable of benefiting
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from higher education, it follows that many adults

must have been deprived of a university education

for no other reason than insufficient places. In

numerical terms it has been estimated that more

than a million additional people would have been

qualified for higher education had the Robbins

proposal been applied thirty years earlier--a not

insignificant proportion of a population of only

a little more than fifty million. It was to this

"forgotten million" that planners of the Open

University directed their attention; it was they

who prompted Lord Ritchie Calder to dub the Open

University the "university of the second chance."15

Smith also credits a fortuitous political event for precipi-

tating the genesis of the Open University--the terminarton of

thirteen years of Conservative government rule and the ascendancy

cf the Labour government in 1964. According to Smith, Prime

Minister Wilson seized upon the concept of the University of the

Air as a progressive symbol of the new government, thereby

ensuring the fruition of the project.

In the literature concerning the history of the Open.

University, much credit is also given to Lady Lee, the Minister_

of Arts in the new administration.16 According to these reports,

Lady Lee championed the cause of the Open University with such

vigor that it was virtually an unkillable project when the Labour

government fell in June of 1970.
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Purpose of the Open University

The purpose of the Open University, while perhaps quite

clear to its supporters, was not quite so clear to its detractors.

During the formative years of the University, a controversy quite

foreign to the usual university environment developed concerning

the utility of such an institution of higher learning. Something

of the general feeling of those who questioned the concept of the

Open University can be gained by studying the leading article of

the London Times of Friday, August 14, 1970. The editorial begins

by quoting Lord Crowther's definition of the purpose of the Open

University: to offer another chance to those who "drop out through

failures in the system, through disadvantages of their environment,

through mistakes of their own judgment, through sheer bad luck."17

The Times then goes on to take the administrators of the University

to task for accepting applicants who were "overwhelmingly middle-

class."18 This criticism will be taken up in greater depth later

in this paper.

It is the next criticism of the University that the Times

voices that is the most important one, for it represents probably

the largest obstacle that the Open University must overcome if it

is to ever gain equal status with Britain's other universities.

The issue, stated simply, is the following: Is an institu-

tion that violates almost every traditional method in instructing

its students and awarding its degrees able to produce the same



quality of students graduated by the more traditional institutions?

The answer of the Times, at least in the following instance, would

seem to be a negative one:

Even assuming the worthwhileness of the enter-

prise, there is still some room for anxiety about

the academic aspects of the Open University. The

information that the Humanities course is designed

'for all students who are interested in man, his

history and his cultural achievements'--which

university student is not?--is an ominous preface to

a course which seems to try hard to find the most

appealing combinations of triviality and fragmenta-

tion--a nibble at Vasari, a chunk of Descartes, a

bite at St. Mark's Gospel. A liberal university

education as we know it demands direct personal

contacts between teachers and learners and even more,

among the students themselves. It is doubtful that

-he network of summer schools and study centres will

be able to support it.19

While there are at least two distinct and not necessarily related

criticisms in the foregoing quotation, the questions that are posed

are, on the whole valid ones, and they must eventually be answered.

In the remainder of the editorial under study, the Times

appears to be relegating to the Open University a purpose that the

designers of the University did not aspire to. As to whether or
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not the "elitism" to which Professor Smith addressed himself

no longer exists in the British system of higher education, the

reader may be his own judge.

It is in its copying of the traditional in

university education that the Open University has

best succeeded in embodying the egalitarian aspira-

tions with which it originated. There will be no

room for feelings of inferiority in a university

which specifically envokes the example of Oxford

and Cambridge in making all its first degrees B.A.'s,

which devotes so much 2ffort to contriving oppor-

tunities for student participation, and which has

even sought and obtained the power of awarding a

degree honoris causa. (It is known as the D. Univ.

and might have been invented with Dr. Faustus in mind.)

The effect of all these trappings may perhaps

be to distract the staff from the serious business

at hand--the provision of basic educational assis-

tance, mainly vocational in character, for those

who wish to study at home. More serious still,

they may make it more difficult for the Open

University to play its part in a coordinated

structure of home-based further education.20

The "vocational character" which the editorialist ascribed to the

Open University is quite different from the character which the pro-

ponents of the Open University would see it possessing.
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The calling into question of the Open University's purpose

by the Times is not an isolated incident. Many articles about the

University echo the question posed by Stephen Jessel as to "whether

its function has ever been satisfactorily defined and if so whether

the university is likely to fulfill it.
21

The supporters of the Open University feel that its purpose

is nowhere near so obfuscated. Harold Wilson envisaged it in 1963

as a means for technicians and technologists who left school at

an early age, those in clerical occupations, and housewives to

obtain a university education.22 Smith sees it as the most viable

means to save the "forgotten million from the fate of no educa-

tional opporunity at all." British educator Dr. Michael Young

views the University as a "second chance institution for people

who have had a first chance and for one reason or another failed

to take advantage of it."24

Beyond providing a second chance, proponents of the Open

.--
University see it as a solution to the problem of t,.. to provide

a university education for the increasing numbers of students who

otherwise will have fo be turned away because c5F a lack of .facili-

ties and teachers. As Dr. Young points out, "The resources devoted

to education cannot possibly grow in step (with the population).

One half of the nation cannot be fully engaged in teaching the

other half."25



Operation of the Open University

When the first students began work at the Open University in

January of 1971,
26

the educational system that they faced was the

prototype of an integrated system of home-based, universtiy-standard

education. The typical student, in compliance with the general

aims of the university, was postulated as being over 21 and already

holding a full-time job. The requirements for his entrance into

the Open University system were comparatively simple: there should

have been compelling reasons for the student's inability to obtain

an education at some other university, he must have had access to

BBC2 television and VHF radio, he must have lived within driving

distance of one of the Study Centres, he must have been able to

spend seven days of the summer at a selected university for an

intensive studying program, and he must throughout the duration of

his study demonstrate the ability to meet Open University standards,

studying mainly at home in his spare time. The student needed no

"A" level, "0" level, or any other formal academic qualification for

entry into the Open University. His place in the University system

was allocated by a quota sysT.em based on student demand, Open

University capablilites, regional balance of students, and numbers

of applicants in each occupational group.

The heart of the Open University is located on a small

campus in Milton Keynes, a new town located in Buckinghamshire

about fifty miles north of London. There the central staff of



about 200 is divided into six faculties (science, social science,

humanities, technology, educational studies, and mathematics)

which design the individual courses and the overall learning system,

write the student self-instruction and assignment material, design

in conjunction with the BBC the television and radio programs thet

are a major portion of the student's program, and carry out a

range of activities similar to other university administrations.

The BBC does not, as is many times believed by those not

familiar with the University, run the Open University. However,

the University does operate in partnership with the BBC, and the

broadcast elements of the courses are transmitted as part of the

BBC's national radio and television services under the terms of

its charter duties described earlier. Members of the BBC staff

are full-time members of the University's faculty course teams.

The BBC also receives financial remuneration for the part it

plays in the Open University administration; the OU-BBC partner-

ship "is based on an understanding under which the BBC is reimbursed

for production of television and radio programs."
27

To implement its stated aim of providing "the opportunity

of obtaining a degree comparable in standard to degrees awarded

at other universities in Britain, to adults who can undertake

systematic part-time study ,"28 the Open University uses a "multi-

media approach." The elements of this approach are: television

and radio broadcasts transmitted on BBC2 during 5:30 to 7:30

on weekdays and on Sunday morning; written material programmed for



self-instruction; student assignments graded by a system of com-

puters and regionally located, part-time tutors; a national net-

work of part-time counsellors available to meet students in local

study centers, to hold discussion groups, and to give advice on

general study problems; and residential summer schools, which are

compulsory for all students. None of these elements is totally

new to the academic scene. However, as professor Smith has

noted, "But what is certainly new is the combination of components

into an overall system, the scale of both the components and the

system runs smoothly and--lest it be thought that the system is

potentially impersonalhumanely."29 It is probably safe to say

that nowhere else in the world does there presently exist a com-

parable institution comprised of similar elements dedicated to the

same comprehensive goals.

Degrees. The Open University is currently concentrating

its academic activities mainly on work leading to its first

degreeBachelor of Arts--awarded on the basis of credits for the

successful completion of courses. The BA degree is awarded to

students who obtain credits in six courses, and the BA (Honors)

degree, which is classified 1st class, 2nd class, or 3rd class,

is awarded for two additional course credits, a total of eight

credits. The name of the degree is the same whether the student

is studying an arts-based or science-based cours Course credits

for the award of the degree may be spread over any nuroh,r of years.
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For recent graduates wishing to pursue full-time studies

there are facilities provided on the main Open University campus.

Degrees are awarded upon the completion of assigned course cork

and a dissertation or thesis. The higher degrees available are

Bachelor of Philosophy (B. Phil), Master of Philosophy (M. Phil),

and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.).

Course Structure. Courses at the Open University are

based on the calendar year and are provided at four years of

academic study. The first level course in each faculty is known

as the foundation year. Foundation courses are provided in the

six areas listed previously. An adjunct to the central University

administration known as the Institute of Educational Technology

assists course development in all disciplines and conducts allied

research.

In any one year students may take either one or two full-

credit courses. One credit is given on the successful completion

of each course. In 1972 the faculites of Arts, Mathematics,

Science, and Social Sciences each offered a choice of at least

two second-level courses. Some of these were half length leading

to a half credit, thus giving students a greater freedom of choice

in planning their programs of study. Students choosing these

half credit courses were required to take at least two of these

during the year.

Credits must be obtained in two foundation courses before

students can proceed further in their degree program. The ordinary



degree is awarded if the student obtains credits in two foundation

courses and four courses at the second or subsequent levels. These

four can be at second level, three at second level and one at third,

or two at second level, one at third and one at fourth levels. The

honors degree is awarded if the student obtains credits in two

foundation courses and six full credits at second or subsequent

levels, provided that at least two of these are at third or fourth

level. Second or subsequent level courses usually have prerequisite

courses exisiting at the first level. Certain students are allowed

credit exemptions if t. possess qualifications from other institu-

tions.

As can be gathered from the preceding information, the

minimum period needed to complete the six full course credits

for the BA degree at the Open University is three years, and for

the BA (Honors) degree, four years.

Teaching Methods and Course Material. As noted previously,

the teaching methods of the Open University combine three main

elements: broadcasts on television and radio transmitted by the

BBC; correspondence work; and a summer school. The work of each

foundation course is divided into units of one week over a 36-week

schedule. Each weekly unit contains a television broadcast, a.

radio broadcast, and correspondence work. Subsequent level ,,ourses

may have fewer assigned broadcasts.

Open University television programs are shown on BBC2 and the

radio broadcasts are on VHF Radio 3 or VHF Radio 4. The television
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broadcasts are considered an essential part of the student's pro-

gram. Usually the content of the broadcasts is closely linked witi

the written correspondence material, and many times qL. ,tions on

the broadcasts are included in the "assessment material" (tests)

of the students. An effort is made to stay away from the canned

television lecture approach, and an attempt is made to utilize

television's unique capabilities as a visual medium. Professor

Michael Pentz, the dean and director of science at the Open Univer-

sity, explains how he uses the medium in the following way:

"Teaching on TV is a skill, and we're a little less amateur than

others. We try to exploit the fact that both TV and science have

to do with things that move, processes." Professor Pent goes

on to develop what seems to be the underlying philosophy of all

OU broadcasts: "It seemed crazy to pr ject on a TV sci-cen some-

thing that could be shown in a still photo or diagram. Still

more useless to have some bod gassing. So we went after demonstra-

tions, timelapse photos, electronic microscope pictures."30 In

general, then, broadcasts do not duplicate material in correspon-

dence texts. Many times the author of a unit will appear on a

broadcast to explain a part of the week's work in more detail, and

often a recognized authority in the field under study will appear

on a program to offer his perspective on the subject. The times

and subject contents of all programs are sent to the students before

the courses begin.
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The radio broadcasts serve a purpose that is somewhat concep-

tually different from the purpos(. of the TV broadcasts. While

the TV programs are tied directly to the course work, the radio

programs are structured as more of a subject enrichment type of

presentation. They deal with peripheral aspects of the subject

under study, and many times explore implications that are uncovered

in the main body of course work. While students are not: required

to listen to these broadcasts, the greatest majority of them-

over 85%--do listen. 31

At regular intervals throughout the course, students receive

a package of specia.iy written course materials. In each of

these packages is included a 40 to 80 page booklet which forms the

core of a single week's work. In addition the correspondence

packages include notes on the radio and television programs for that

week; some weekly units also contain records, film strips, and

articles reprinted from journals and other material. Between

two and five weeks' work is included in each package.

If 01e course material warrants it, students also receive

home laboratory kits. For example, Science and Technology students

receive complete home experimental kits. In Science the foundation

course kit includes chemicals, glassware, and a microscope devel-

oped especially for the University, in addition to numerous other

items. The technology kit includes a small binary computer, a

noise meter, and a tape recorder. The cost to students using one

of these kits is a returnable deposit.
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The majoz.-'7 of correspondence packages contain an assign-

ment requiring n work to be submitted This is sent to a

course tutor for marking, usually the same tutor the student

meets from time to time in a study center. The tutor returns the

marked work to the University, and comments and marks are recorded

before the assignment is returned to the student. A number of

these assignments are designed to be graded by computer.

The marks received on assignments are recorded and the best

are used as part of the final assessment of a student's performance.

Each course is terminated by a three-hour final examination held

under supervision at a preselected site sometime in October or

November. A number of self-assessment tests are included in the

correspondence packages to give the student some indication of

his progress.

Regional Structure. The territory covered by the Open

University--England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland--has been

divided into 12 separate regions, each headed by its own regional

director. Existing within each of these regions is a subsystem

of local study centers, usually located at a local college or

educational center. It is at these local study centers that the

student can talk with his assigned counsellor and tutor. At the

study center, the following facilities are usually provided:

study rooms; a VHF radio for students who prefer to listen to

broadcasts as a group or who do not have. VHF radio at home; a

BBC2 television receiver over which course broadcasts-can be viewed
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and followed up by group discussions led by a counsellor; a tape

replay facility together with a complete library of cassette tapes

of the radio programs; a film projector to show cassette film

copies of the television programs; and at approximately one hundred

strategically located study centers a computer terminal is located

for use by mathematics and technology students.

The study centers, sal': are usually open for evening and

weekend study, are staffed by part-time counsellors, class tutors,

and correspondence tutors. These are usually teachers in regic-al

institutions of higher education who have been hired by the Open

University for their part-time services. Each student is assigned

to a counsellor and a class cutor, the same person performinfr, both

roles in many cases. In addition, a student has a corm idence

tutor to whom he sends written work for comment, marking, and

grading. Full-time staff tutors and senior counsellors supervise

their part-time colleagues. Senior counsellors organize the

local study centers, help train the part-time staff, and assist

in running the residential summer schools. Staff tutors are con-

cerned with tutorial arrangements in the regions, and they also

advise the Open University ,;ourse preparation teams on the effec-

tiveness of the courses and the various teaching methods.

Examinations. As mentioned earlier, OU students have an

annual examination on each course during the latter part of the

year. In 1971, a total of 17,664 exPminations were taken in the

various subjects. This represents a substantial number of-the
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19,000 students who were registered during same year. A

total of 16,431 credits were awarded, giving a success rate of

92.5%.32 While this percentage rate is almost suspiciou:ly high,

proponents of the Open University claim that it is a true gauge of

success. As Professor Smith puts it:

The high success rate in credit acquisition

leaves no doubt that the overall system works well.

It is perhaps pertinent to note that student assign-

ments, summer school work, and examinations were

graded on a "criteria-based" system, meaning that

grading was to an absolute scale and was not adjusted

to a predetermined pass rate. Moreover, a team of

external assessors ensured as far as possible that

standards were comparable to those in other univer-

sities within the British state system.33
--

Examinations are not the only means of assessment used by

the University. Continuous assessment is made by tutor-marked

and computer-marked assignments. The tutor-marked assignments are

generally essay type questions, with the student providing his

own answers which are then marked by the correspondence tutor.

The number of tutor-marked assignments varies from course

to course. Usually there are about ten per course. The marks of

the six best assignments are used in conjunction with the final

examination to determine the student's final T.-ade. There exists

a monitoring procedure within the system whereby each correspon-

dence tutor's work is checked by a staff tutor to ensure continuity

in student evaluation.
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Corputer-marked assignments are usually cf the "objective"

multiple-choice type famli2ar to American students. Again, the

number of assignments varies with the course, with thirty-one

computer-marked assignments in the science course as opposed to

seven in the arts foundation course. The computer that does the

grading is programmed to spot warning trends in a student's work,

thus bringing to the attention of tutors students who are having

serious problems with the course.

Summer Schools. All foundation students are required to

attend a one-week summer school. It appears that this is at least

one way in which the Open University administrators have attempted

to give the students a taste of traditional academic life. These

summer schools are held in regional universities, and conventional

teaching is provided in the form of lectures, laboratory work,

and seminars. Professor Smith enthusiastically describes the

summer session:

In six intensive days of more than fifteen

hours each, students were put through a grueling

program of laboratory work and seminars that provided

the most startling improvement in academic attain-

ment I have ever witnessed. The way in which students

-fith no previous laboratory exi,rience emerged more

-than ninety hours later with a good grasp of lab-

oratory technique was a quite remarkable phenOmenon.34

Students who enroll in two foundation courses simultaneously are
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required to attend summer school for two weeks. These two weeks

are not necessarily consecutive and not necessarily at the same

center. Students are excused from summer school attendance only

in extremely rare cases.

Student Fees. When compared to the cost of receiving a

degree at another British university, the cost to the student at

the Open University is minimal. The cost of obtaining six full

credits is as follows: a tuition fee of 25 pounds per credit

course for a total of 150 pounds; summer school fees for anywhere

from a minimum of two weeks to a maximum of nine weeks at a cost

of between 50 and 295 pounds; books at a cost of from 10 to 15

pounds per course for a total book fee of between 60 and 90

pounds; and incidental costs such as travel and correspondence.

Thus, tie average total cost for a degree from the Open University

is somewhere around 370 pounds. Costs for each individual course

and summer school session must be paid upon enrollment. Open

University students are eligible for grants to help defray expenses

from their Local Education Authorities, just as are all other

university students.35

Open University Government. The main executive bodies of

the Open University are the Council and the Senate. The Council

has as its main duty the administration of the University's

finances and business affairs. Its members include representatives

from the academic staff, the BBC, local education authorities, and

institutions of further and higher education. The Council is
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assisted by advisory committees representing different educational

;nterests. Committees exist on adult and higher education, publisn-

ing, special education, and there are also liaison committees con-

cerned with local education authorities. As is the case when a

new university comes into existence in Britain, an Academic

Advisory Council, appointed by the Privy Council, exists to ensure

that proper academic standards are maintained.

The Senate is charged with the responsibility for all aca-

demic work. It directs the teaching and controls all matters con-

nected with examinations and degree awards. Its members include

the academic staff, ex-officio members, and appointed members.

Part-time staff and students are involved in the government

of the University through a consultative committee structure. There

are consultative committees in each local study center, and they

elect members to a Regional Consultative Committee. These in turn

report to a Central Consultative Committee, which includes repre-

sentatives from both full-time and part-time regional staffs, the

central academic staff, and students from the regional committees.

The Central Consultative Committee makes recommendations and sugges-

tions to the main bodies of the University.

The Open University is financed by direct grants from the

Department of Education and Science and does not receive financial

aid from the University Grants Committee, the operation of which was

described in the first section of this paper. Grants received

during the 1970-71 year included a 4 million pound grant for
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operational expenses and another 1.8 million pound grant for capital

expenditure. The student fees mentioned, previously also contri-

bute to the operational budget of the University. Additional

income is derived from the sale of course materials, both to OU

students and to other educational institutions in England and

abroad.

Concluding Remarks

This, then, is Britain's Open University: a highly complex,

highly structured, wholely unique kind of institution of higher

learning that evolved out of particular educational climate and a

particular set of educational needs in Great Britain.

Critics of the Open University point out, perhaps correctly,

that it is not operating totally within the boundaries it set for

itself as the "university of the second chance." An analysis

of Open University admissions by occupation group for 197036

shows that teachers are by far the largest occupational group

enrolled as students in the'University. Over 34% of the Open

University's student body were themselves teachers. The next

highest occupational group in the OU student body is that of the

professions and.the arts, again decidedly not a "lower" class of

the British social structure. A similar analysis of Open

University place allocations for 1971 shows that figures remained

approximately the same.37 Open University officials are very

much ware of this criticism, but point out that many teachers earn



less than skilled workers in Britain and that teachers are under

heavy pressure to get university degrees to qualify for higher

rank and pay. Officials also point out that in terms of number of

applicants as opposed to actual places allocated, members of the

working class receive a much higher proportionate share of the

places than do the so-called middle class applicants.

Regardless of whether the Open University is serving its

originally stated purpose or not, it still must be viewed as an

experiment on a large scale, and one that will have implications

far Leyond the comparatively minor question of whether or not it

is serving its proper audience. The more important question is

this: how is it serving its present audience?

How is the ultimate success of the Open University to be

judged? At the risk of providing a simplistic answer to a highly

complex question, it would seem that the Open University must be

judged by the same criteria that are applied in gauging the success

of other universities--the ability of the institution to fully

prepare its graduates for their chosen roles in society. Some

of the proponents of the Open University seem to be abdicating on

the need of the Open University to respond to these criteria.

Professor Pentz says:

I think we're going to turn out a different

kind of graduate, the kind that other universities

will get around to producing in about 20 years, the

kind who will develop slightly different skills--



versatility, adaptability, the capacity to learn

rapidly.38

While the characteristics cited by Professor Pentz are highly

desirable by-products of an educational system, they are not in

themselves raison d' etre for a university in 20th Century

society. A university must also pass on to its students the knowl-

edge that is necessary for them to function proficiently in

their chosen fields of endeavor. If a university fails to perform

this function, then its graduates are not yet ready to enter

society as educated members of their chosen professions. It is

on this aspect of its educational performance that the Open

University must ultimately be judged.

There is one important factor that must be taken into

account when this assessement of the Open University is made,

a factor that has yet to be mentioned. This factor is cost

effectiveness. The cost of producing a graduate of the Open

University is about 20 per cent the cost of producing a conven-

tional university graduate in Great Britain. If the Open University

graduate is receiving only 20 per cent or less the education that

the conventional university graduate is receiving, then the Open

University system is a failure and should be abandoned. However,

if the Open University graduate has received anywhere near a com-

parable education then the system is of extreme value and has

worldwide application.
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The Open Univeristy system and the conventional system are

both means to an identical goal--the education of students so

that they can take the most productive roles that they are

capable of taking in British society. The virtues of the Open

University system as compared to the conventional system are

impressive: it functions in the "real world" environment of the

student rather than the artificial, cloistered environment that

academia normally functions in; it has the potential of almost

total access to those who wish to utilize it, while the conventional

system must by its very nature be closed to the majority of the

population; and, closely allied to the preceding point, the

Open University system is by far the more economical system. The

question that must be answered--and only time will provide the

answer--is that of whether or not the Open University system will

'do as well or better than the conventional system in providing

its graduates with a quality education. An affirmative answer

to this question may very well change the structure of higher

education throughout the world.
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